Abstract. The main goal of this article is to illustrate the strategy, devised to improve the effectiveness of utilizing the financial assets, or in this case
Introduction
State owned assets are considered to be public goods that enable and catalyse an increaseportfolio to theoretical guidelines; 9) to discuss and assess the alternative strategies; 10) to propose final recommendations for a new investment strategy.
Scientific methods used in the research:
• Dynamic analysis of state-owned financial assets;
• Empirical research/data collection of selected securities;
• Statistical analysis -calculating basic data needed for constructing the portfolio: rate of returns, standard deviations, correlations and co-variations; • Risk analysis -RiskMetrics standards, evaluating VaR and Sharpe ratios;
• Optimization methods -Harry Markowitz's model;
• Structural and comparative analysis of the final portfolio.
Research assumptions
The modelling of financial assets portfolio is carried out as realistically as possible, following the guidelines and rules of the Bank of Lithuania, without disclosing any sensitive, non-public information. The research follows these assumptions: 1. The portfolio is created for the end of year 2016 -the end of the transitionary period, as stated in the Bank of Lithuania's official international reserves management policy. This period marks a successful entry into the euro zone, transforming the portfolio into a more profitable one, by periodically increasing the percentage of share investments, and also foreign currency investments, relatively to the euro part; 2. The size of the invested value equals to 4,14 billion euros, which was the publicly disclosed size of the Bank of Lithuania's investment portfolio in 2013 (M. Vaičiulis' interview to "Verslo Žinios", 2013); 3. The non-euro part of the portfolio will be constructed from IMF's SDR basket, which consists of four major global currencies: USD, EUR, JPY and GBP (Antweiler, 2013) . Such currencies are considered to be a safe investment Source: compiled by authors, using data from Bank of Lithuania, 2013 5. In addition to the securities above, the authors include foreign currencies (USD, JPY, GBP) as spot exchanges conducted in the FOREX market, as an additional hedging factor; 6. The optimizer will be set to operate on certain conditions for each asset's weight to meet realistic constraints of the Central bank (i.e., no negative weights for bonds and shares allowed; the weight of quasi-government bond sector must not be higher than the government sector; the weight of a single country's bonds should not be higher than 50 percent); 7. As stated in the Bank of Lithuania's risk budget, the critical limit of negative returns per year is -100 M euros, or 2 % of total official international reserves value, so the constructed portfolio must not be riskier than that (Bank of Lithuania, 2014) Besides providing an optimal portfolio, the authors' research will additionally help answer these following questions: how much is advised to invest in volatile stocks? How much can portfolio risk be diversified? Is it beneficial at all to hedge security investments to buy/sell currencies in the FOREX market?
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The dynamics and impact of financial assets in Lithuania
To perform a sophisticated and accurate state-owned asset analysis in Lithuania's case is rather complicated, for the following reasons:
• Short timespan of data: the state asset reports, gathered in the official statistics database, cover the timespan of 2001 -2011 . Later reports are not published in any statistical database because of the still unfinished Government's goal to launch a new unified state-owned asset informative online search system (or, in Lithuanian, VTIPS); • The lack of data and mismatched data: until 2004 the monetary value of the whole state-owned assets was not even calculated, since the value of geothermal resources and state land fund's data was not expressed in monetary terms. Moreover, the data tends to differ in different reports: i.e., in 2012's report the value of state assets in 2010 is stated to be 170,143 M LTL, while in 2011's report it's 163,449 M LTL, making the 7,000 M LTL difference -such facts prove the reliability of these reports to be quite doubtful. Following these reasons, the authors limit the research to a short dynamic analysis, to indicate the financial assets' growth tendencies in the last 10 years. Noticeably, in the span of 8 years the value of financial assets has almost doubled relatively to total assets. However, the real values remain unclear, if we consider the lack of data and the mismatched data.
Furthermore, we take a look at the dynamics of Bank of Lithuania's financial assets (official international reserves) and investment profitability.
The financial assets, managed by the Bank of Lithuania (official international reserves) displays a constant growth tendency with cyclical ups and downs. Since 2003, the reserves have grown 1,6 times (from 2,760 to 7,176 M EUR). On the other hand, the Bank's profitability shows sharp volatility that can be partially explained as a consequence of economic boom and the financial crisis. It is worth noting 130 % profit growth in 2007, 42 % more in 2009, and also 80 % fall in 2010 (the lagging crisis effect), a slightly over 40 % surge in 2011 (after the safe treasury bills investment strategy was chosen) and finally, 84 % slump in 2012. Continuing to 2013, those were the years when the Bank's profits reached record low (6 M EUR) and were fully adapted to the state budget (as opposed to partially). In 2014, the profitability rose by a record 240 %, as a response to the new aggressive investment strategy, which is deeply analysed in this research.
In 2007-2009, the ratio of profits/value invested was the highest and reached 3,26 %. However, in 2012-2013 it only managed to make 0,1 %, which led to obvious conclusions about the ineffectiveness of financial asset management. A change of strategy would surely increase this ratio, although as of 2014 it was still low (0,3 %).
The questions, whether the Bank's profitability and effective asset management ratios have a connection with overall economic growth in the country, and whether it's worth fixing, could be answered by measuring the correlation between the variables.
The economic growth of Lithuania displays a moderate correlation (ratio enters the interval of 0,4-0,7) with the growth of Bank of Lithuania's financial assets. The bank's net profits and income from investments, naturally, possess a perfectly accurate correlation, however, it weakly correlates with financial assets growth (interval of [0,2-0,4) ) (Kasnauskienė, 2010) .
Also, it is worth noting that the Bank's profitability and income correlation with the country's economic growth could almost be considered as "strong" (close to the value Source: compiled by authors, using data from Bank of Lithuania's statistics and profit -loss accounts of 0,7) and is also negative. This could be explained by the fact that the Bank's profit and income are lagging indicators -as the economic boom started, the profit/income grew one period later, and when the crisis began in 2009, those indicators reached their highest values.
Overall, the main conclusion from this analysis would be that it is ultimately advised to increase the effectiveness of financial asset management strategy, because the results up until 2014 were rather lacking, and the correlation shows their significant connection with the country's overall economic growth.
The general portfolio structure
The securities for the optimal portfolio were carefully selected according to assumptions discussed in the Research Assumptions chapter. The portfolio includes all security classes from the Bank's guidelines, and by authors' choice is supplemented by FOREX spot exchange deals. The selection set is simplified, choosing assets from only four main world regions which operate on four SDR basket currencies -therefore, the portfolio will only be compiled of USA, UK, Japanese and euro zone's securities.
According to the Bank of Lithuania's safety regulations, the selected securities must meet the credit rating passing the investment grade criteria (not lower than BBB) and be equally weighted.
The collected daily returns/price data covers the time period of 18 years (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) . Such a long time period was selected accordingly to the dates the securities were first issued, and also with the goal of including more than one global crisis, such as the Dot. Further data analysis and the construction of the optimal portfolio require calculating 1 the following indicators: moving annual return 2 for each asset, co-variations between assets, expected return of the whole portfolio and portfolio variation.
(it is assumed that there is a difference of 252 work days between annual prices/returns)
Optimal portfolio selection theory by Harry Markowitz
The core of this research is the construction of an optimal investment portfolio, according to Harry Markowitz's model. H. Markowitz (1927) is an American scientist, who majored in economics and studied under the famous monetarist M. Friedman. Markowitz introduced mathematical methods into analysing stocks and other securities, and for such fundamental discoveries he received a Nobel Prize of Economics, and is also titled to be the father of modern investment portfolio theory. In his article "Portfolio Selection", published in The Journal of Finance in 1952, the scientist introduced such widely used terms as portfolio risk, risk diversification and optimization. Moreover, he was the first one to prove that asset diversification decreases the portfolio risk (Cibulskienė, Grigaliūnienė, 2007 Further data analysis and constructing the optimal portfolio requires to calculate 1 the ing indicators: moving annual return 2 for each asset, covariations between assets, expected of the whole portfolio and portfolio variation.
(it is assumed that there is a difference of 252 work days between annual prices/returns) Further data analysis and constructing the optimal portfolio requires to calculate 1 the llowing indicators: moving annual return 2 for each asset, covariations between assets, expected turn of the whole portfolio and portfolio variation.
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The model is not without drawbacks -it assumes market normality, does not take transaction costs into consideration and has a single-period perspective (whereas the investors might want to plan for a multiple-period horizon); however, it is still the most widely used in practice to this day.
The economist also illustrated the link between portfolio returns ( y ) and risk ( x ), by drawing an efficient frontier curve. The curve represents only optimal portfolios, which are 1) the most profitable with the given risk level or 2) the least risky with the given profitability level. However, since all the portfolios on the curve are optimal choices, Markowitz does not provide a singular answer what should the investor choose -in reality, the choice depends on the investor's risk aversion level and external requirements. It's only natural for conservative institutional investors to save their capital and highly restrict the risk (which is also the case for the Bank of Lithuania). In the end, the selection of optimal portfolio according to preferred risk or return levels, is a subjective investment decision, whereas the financial decision (Kancerevyčius, 2004 ) -the decision how to split your investment weighs on your selected securities to achieve the best results. In this case, Markowitz's model can and will provide us with a clear answer.
To optimize the portfolio, it is required to calculate and keep in mind these ratios: Portfolio's expected return -it shows how big of a profit can be expected from the invested value (in this case, in one year).
Portfolio's standard deviation (σ) -a statistical ratio, showing how volatile were the fluctuations of the moving annual returns of the portfolio, compared to the average. Higher ratio indicates a bigger overall risk and that the portfolio might not be well diversified.
Portfolio's Sharpe ratio -one of the main risk measuring ratios currently used in the world, along with alpha, beta and R 2 . Introduced in 1966 by an American professor William Sharpe, who also received a Nobel Prize in Economics, was praised for its simplicity. The ratio shows how much of an excess return the investor receives, if he increases the risk by one more percent. If the ratio is < 1, it means the risk taken did not generate a higher return, therefore the portfolio is ineffective. Ratio of > 1 is considered good, whereas ratio of > 3 is considered great (Sharpe, 1966) .
To calculate the ratio, it's required to select the risk free rate, which, in the case of this research, is 0,0015 (the returns of 1-6 month German Treasury Bills, which is the main risk-free asset in the Bank of Lithuania's investment strategy). The formula 3 of the calculus:
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is to measure the currency risk and overall risk of the portfolio. One of the hods of risk measurement is calculating the value at risk (VaR). Such troduced in 1995 by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, and since are using it to determine their capital requirements and managing market risks aR method also identifies currency risk, if the selected variables are investor's foreign currencies and foreign investments. tood as a maximum possible loss of value that any investment can suffer during , when the market conditions are normal. The size of VaR depends on three The next issue is to measure the currency risk and overall risk of the portfolio. One of the most common methods of risk measurement is calculating the value at risk (VaR). The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision introduced such methodology in 1995, and since then the Banks of EU are using it to determine their capital requirements and managing market risks (Habibnia, 2013) . VaR method also identifies currency risk, if the selected variables are the investor's balance positions in foreign currencies and foreign investments.
VaR is understood as a maximum possible loss of value that any investment can suffer during a set period of time, when the market conditions are normal. The size of VaR depends on three parameters: 1) time (in this case VaR will be measured for 1 year); 2) confidence level (usually 95 or 99 %, in this case 95 %) and 3) currency (in this case -euros).
The goal of this research is to construct a portfolio, whose VaR would not exceed the risk budget limit of -100 M euros per year.
There are three RiskMetrics Group methods to calculate VaR (Mina, Xiao, 2001 ): 1. Historical method. This method analyses a set of historically attained losses and "cuts off" a specific percentage of worst cases, least of which would be the value of VaR. It is considered to be the most complicated method, in terms of time consumption and calculus; 2. Monte Carlo simulation. This method is the most advanced mathematically. It generates a sporadic matrix of possible losses and also selects the value of VaR after "cutting off" a specific percentage of worst results; 3. JP Morgan variation/co-variation, also known as the parametric method. It is a simple and straightforward way to calculate VaR after assuming that the markets operate under normal conditions, and the data is normally dispersed around the average. Although such simplification distorts reality, this method is the most widely used in calculating VaR. The formula of the calculus is:
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The risk of a single security/asset can be expressed as the standard deviation of its moving annual returns. On the other hand, the risk of the whole portfolio depends on the interaction of all variables, expressed in their correlations. This dependency can be described in three main principles (Bodie, Kane, Marcus, 2011): 1. The smaller correlation (ideally negative) between two securities decreases the risk, investing in them both. The portfolio benefits the most if we include two least correlated parameters;
3. An optimal portfolio will always have a smaller risk than every single variable that is included in the portfolio -it's called the diversification effect.
As we examine our portfolio combinations, we can quickly notice which variables can be considered "hedges", if we analyse the correlation matrix. Every security that has a negative correlation with any other variable is called a hedging factor. Moreover, it is possible to construct a portfolio with negative weights of certain variables -it means those variables should be sold rather than bought/invested to, and that further decreases the portfolio's risk. In case of this research, it is possible to either buy or sell foreign currencies to achieve that. If the currency is positively correlated to bonds and stocks (i.e. JPY and TOPIX), it is recommended to sell it, and vice versa (i.e. euro negatively correlates to German stocks) (Cavallaro, 2012) .
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Finally, if the calculated VaR of our optimal portfolio will prove unsatisfactory (exceeding the limit of -100 mln euros), the final step of Markowitz's method would be to diversify it with the risk-free asset, that provides the risk of zero and, naturally, decreases the expected return as well. The percentage of amount, invested risk-freely, will depend on the subjective risk aversion level of the investor, which in this case will be determined by the risk budget limit requirement. The formulas 4 of the calculus: 4 In these formulas R f -risk free rate; E r p -expected return of the risky optimal portfolio; p -standard deviation of the risky optimal portfolio; A -preferred level of risk aversion
The optimized final portfolio
The portfolio we selected can be optimized via Markowitz's model, using MS Excel Solver optimizer platform. It can be done in three different ways, selecting different desired parameters: 1) Maximizing the expected return; 2) Minimizing the standard deviation (risk); 3) Maximizing the Sharpe ratio (the effectiveness of the investment):
Additionally, for the optimizer to work, limiting conditions must be introduced, such as: the sum of the weights of all variables must equal to 1 or 100 %. 1) The characteristics of the maximized return portfolio: 16,4 % expected return, which is achieved by buying and short-selling certain securities for 100 %. However, in reality, no sane investor would choose this portfolio, as it comes with a high riskstandard deviation exceeds the expected return, VaR highly exceeds the risk budget requirements of 100 M EUR, and Sharpe ratio is also lower than 1, which signifies inefficiency.
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2) The characteristics of the minimized risk portfolio: standard deviation of only 0,9 %, almost 2,3 % expected return and a Sharpe ratio that is considered good. Such strategy is viable for conservative investors, but it is still not the best choice, as long as the investor gets increasing returns by taking a higher risk.
3) The characteristics of the maximized Sharpe ratio portfolio: 4,6 % expected return, small risk of 1,35 % and Sharpe ratio above 3, which is considered great. No other asset allocation would increase it. The unique structure of such portfolio advises to buy more than 100 % of some specific assets (in this case, Japanese Quasi-government bonds and European corporate bonds), meaning more than the initial value of the portfolio. Such combination does not need to be diversified by a risk-free asset, as its VaR meets the requirements.
This might seem like an ideal choice for the final portfolio, sadly, in reality such strategy could not be implemented. The reasons for that are elaborated further on.
The Bank of Lithuania, as an institutional investor, must restrict its investment behaviour with certain conditions, as it cannot afford to act otherwise: • The Bank cannot take a short position in bonds and stocks (as in, sell borrowed securities that the Bank doesn't actually possess); • The Bank cannot allow investing into a single country more than 50 %, for the possibility of that country facing recession in the future (this eliminates the possibility of investing the majority of value into USA bonds); • The Bank cannot allow investing into Quasi-government sector bonds more than into the Government sector bonds. Therefore, more restrictive conditions have been introduced into the MS Excel Solver optimizer, limiting the weights of bonds and stocks, and ignoring the foreign currencies. After doing that and maximizing the Sharpe ratio again, we get a new portfolio, which has an undesirable value of VaR -111 M EUR. Introducing the risk-free asset then diversifies the portfolio and the result is the final optimal portfolio choice of this research. Optimal portfolio(1): this portfolio maximizes the Sharpe ratio (effectiveness) of the investment, is diversified with the risk-free asset and meets the risk budget requirements. The risk-free asset part makes up 9,85 % of the portfolio, whereas risky part 90,15 %. With the confidence level of 95 % and risk aversion level of 182, the portfolio's VaR value does not exceed the critical annual limit of 100 M euros.
The structure of the portfolio consists only of 13 risky assets -other initial variables were discarded as not optimal choices. Biggest weights are given to USA Government bonds (37,86 % or 1,568 M euros) and EZ Corporate bonds (15,89 % or 658 M euros).
The portfolio has a return rate of 4,07 % and risk rate of 1,47 %. Although portfolio (1) is an acceptable and recommended strategy, it is wise to consider the lower risk alternative. Therefore, the authors constructed an additional, safer portfolio(2), which diversifies risk the same way, but has an increased the weight of the risk-free asset. The goal was to decrease the desired VaR from 100 M to 75 M euros. Optimal portfolio(2): the risk free asset makes up 32,76 % part of the portfolio, whereas risky part 67,24 %. With the confidence level of 95 % and risk aversion level of 244, the portfolio's VaR value does not exceed the dangerous annual limit of 75 M euros.
In the case of the safer portfolio, it is recommended to invest the biggest value into the risk-free asset (1356,6 M euros). The weights of the risky assets do not change drastically, although each of them decreases proportionally.
The portfolio has a return rate of 3,07 % and risk rate of 1,09 %. Such a portfolio is recommended and easy to shift to, if the Bank expects an economic recession in the near future.
Slightly diverging from guidelines
this part of the research highlights how different is the final optimal portfolio compared to the initial guidelines, which were provided in the chapter Research Assumptions.
Optimal portfolio(1) is further structurally analysed in two aspects: 1) Comparing weights of four different currencies in the portfolio with the standard structure of the SDR basket; 2) Comparing weights of different asset classes in the portfolio with the strategic asset allocation for the end of 2016, provided by the Bank of Lithuania. It is evident that the optimal portfolio rather significantly diverges from the SDR basket's structure. The most similar proportion are the UK assets, although the biggest part of it is the recommendation to hedge by buying 5,67 % GBP.
The optimal choice is to invest more in Japanese markets, even if it is recommended to sell 4,5 % of the JPY. A significant weight is given to the TOPIX stocks, as they turn out to be an appealing hedging factor (close to perfect negative >80% correlation with the USA bonds, and also negative correlation with the Japanese and UK bonds).
It is also advised to significantly reduce investing in euros and keep it at 25,85 %. The relatively poor risks and returns arising from recent years of prolonged euro zone economic depression, reduces euro's appeal in comparison to what other countries have to offer.
Finally, USA bonds seem unambiguously the most appealing, displaying high average annual returns, so it is recommended to invest 49 % of the portfolio in dollars. Source: compiled by authors, using data from optimal portfolio(1) table and the current SDR basket structure (Antweiler, 2013) FIGURE 3. Portfolio(1) structure by asset classes Source: compiled by authors, using data from optimal portfolio (1) The optimal portfolio also slightly diverges from the recommended structure. It is advised to invest 10 % less into the Government sector and 2,5% less into Quasigovernment sector, also to increase the part invested into the corporate sector up to 16%. The weight of stocks, and surprisingly enough risk-free assets, should also be slightly increased, and finally, the authors introduced the addition of foreign exchange deals, which make up about 2,8 % of the portfolio.
However, the structure ultimately remains true to the guidelines -the highest weight is placed on the Government sector and the smallest -on stocks (if we ignore the currencies).
The benefits of diversification and the addition of foreign currencies
The benefits of risk diversification in the portfolio can be illustrated by drawing a H. Markowitz's efficient frontier curve. The possible optimal portfolios are represented as points on the curve, and the separate assets with their representative risk/return characteristics are always found below the efficient frontier -meaning the portfolio's risk will always be lower than its components'. 
THE BENEFITS OF DIVERSIFICATION AND THE ADDITION OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES
The benefits of risk diversification in the portfolio can be illustrated by drawing H. Markowitz's efficient frontier curve. The possible optimal portfolios are represented as points on the curve, and the separate assets with their representative risk/return characteristics are always found below the efficient frontier -meaning the portfolio's risk will always be lower than its components'. The graph shows the blue portfolio selection curve, representing all possible optimal portfolio combinations. The straight red CAL line has the slope equal to the Sharpe ratio, and is raised above the (0;0) by the value of the risk-free rate (0,0015). The P 0 point on the curve represents minimized risk portfolio, and is closest to the Y axis. The curve above P 0 is called the efficient frontier. P 1 marks the optimal portfolio(1) with the maximized Sharpe.
It is evident that in P 1 the portfolio risk is lower than the separate assets, also displayed on the chart. The stocks are obvious sources of risk, especially Japanese TOPIX index -investing full portfolio into it amounts to VaR of 1,7 bn euros, which is close to 30 % of the value of all financial assets, owned by the Bank of Lithuania. The foreign currencies are averagely risky and also the least profitable assets. 
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The graph shows the blue portfolio selection curve, representing all possible optimal portfolio combinations. The straight red CAL line has the slope equal to the Sharpe ratio, and is raised above the (0;0) by the value of the risk-free rate (0,0015). The P 0 point on the curve represents minimized risk portfolio, and is closest to the Yaxis. The curve above P 0 is called the efficient frontier. P 1 marks the optimal portfolio(1) with the maximized Sharpe.
It is evident that in P 1 the portfolio risk is lower than the separate assets, also displayed on the chart. The stocks are obvious sources of risk, especially Japanese TOPIX indexinvesting full portfolio into it amounts to VaR of 1,7 bn euros, which is close to 30 % of the value of all financial assets, owned by the Bank of Lithuania. The foreign currencies are averagely risky and also the least profitable assets.
The average standard deviation of all portfolio components equals to 8,3 %, which is almost six times higher than the optimal portfolio(1) risk characteristic. The diversification effect is strongly evident.
Finally, the authors measured the benefits of adding three foreign currencies -USD, JPY and GBP into the portfolio. It was conducted by comparing the characteristics of optimal portfolio(1) and the new optimized portfolio with foreign currency weights set to zero. The goal was to measure structural changes and changes in return. The risk was set to constant. The portfolio without foreign currencies is more true to the Bank's strategic investment allocation proposed for 2016, where addition of currencies was not considered. However, optimizing such portfolio and keeping the level of risk stable (to meet the VaR requirements) significantly increases the weight of the risk-free asset (over 18 %) and the expected return decreases by 0,3 %. This ratio equals to -12,3 M euros.
In conclusion, theoretically, the benefits of the portfolio diversification can be practically unlimited -if we consider increasing the weight of the risk-free asset almost to a 100 %, reducing VaR to less than 10 M euros. However, profitability must also be considered. In the case of this research, the diversification benefits are risk reduction of 5,6 times, and the benefits of hedging with foreign currencies equal to 0,3 % higher portfolio returns, while the risk remains the same.
Discussing alternative strategies
One alternative strategy was already constructed in the chapter The Optimized Final Portfolio -a more conservative optimal portfolio(2) with an increased weight of the risk-free asset. Such a safe strategy is currently inefficient, as the main current goal is to increase the Bank's profitability. This chapter discusses and illustrates more alternative strategies. This graph provides additional specific portfolios, constructed by the authors, with the goal to evaluate the effectiveness of such investment strategies. Closest to the Y axis lies an optimal portfolio(2) with an increased risk-free asset part and it displays the lowest risk characteristic of 1,1 %, and also the lowest return characteristic of 3,1%. Above it, is the ideal portfolio with maximized Sharpe, that allows the Bank to short-sell its assets, as discussed in the beginning of The Optimized Final Portfolio chapter. Such portfolio has a risk value of 1,3 % and yields higher returns, however, it is currently impossible to achieve, without changing the Bank's inner investment requirements. Between the ideal and the conservative portfolio lies the green marked optimal portfolio(1) with the risk of 1,5 % and VaR that meets the Bank's requirements.
Out of sheer curiosity, the authors also compared the characteristics of a portfolio comprised only of euro investments, and another portfolio comprised only of foreign currency investments. The results are as follows:
• Euro-only portfolio. In this case, the set of options are highly reduced, and the Bank can only invest to euro zone bonds and stocks. In this case, it is optimal to direct 93 % of the portfolio into Quasi-government sector bonds (if it was possible) and 7 % into EZ stocks, which partially hedges the risk. Such a portfolio has a risk of 3 % with a relatively high return, but it is not optimal. In conclusioninvesting only in euros is not efficient; • Foreign currency portfolio without euro. Such portfolio would be the most acceptable, non-optimal alternative. Its characteristics seem even better, more profitable than optimal portfolio(1), although it must be noted that VaR does not meet the requirements, and the Bank cannot allow itself to invest only in foreign currencies for the possible liquidity issues;
Finally, two more portfolios with an increased weight of volatile stocks were also compared, with the goal to measure how rapidly the risk would increase:
• 50/50 bonds/stocks proportion portfolio. After giving the condition for stock weight values to be no less than the bond weights, the optimizer compiles a portfolio which has the risk of 4 % and return of 3,9 %. A relatively higher weight is given to foreign currencies, which hedge the risk in stocks, while having the lowest returns out of all assets; • Stock-only portfolio (without hedging). It's only natural that this portfolio is the riskiest one -its standard deviation reaches 18 %. In this case, it is recommended to choose only American S&P500 stocks, which display the most favourable return/risk ratio, and, unfortunately, can't be hedged by other stocks. In conclusion, the portfolios with an increased stock weight are highly inefficient, which validates the global practice of institutional investors to keep the investments to stocks to a minimum (up to 10 %), or not invest at all. Additionally, portfolios comprised only of euros are way riskier and more inefficient than foreign currency portfolios. Finally, it is evident that including a variety of different asset classes allows us to achieve better results.
Conclusions and recommendations
The results of the analysis of the Bank of Lithuania's financial assets carried out by the authors reveal these conclusions: 1) The data collection in official statistics is extremely problematic regarding the value of state assets (i.e. the lack of data past the year of 2011 and different values provided for the same year), however, it is safe to say that the value of financial assets as a percentage of total state assets doubled in the span of 10 years; 2) A strong correlation between the real GDP growth and Bank of Lithuania's financial assets/profitability implies that the effectiveness of financial assets management has a nationally wide impact. However, the Bank's profit/invested value indicator has reached a record low in 2012 -2013, meaning the previous strategy was highly ineffective; 132
3) The authors have selected 19 securities/other assets as variables and constructed an optimal portfolio, which yields 4,1 percent annual return at 1,5 percent risk (annual VaR being less than -100 M euros). The portfolio consists of 9,85 percent risk-free asset (1-6 month German Treasury bills) and 90,15 percent risky part, comprised of 13 assets, the riskiest being Japanese TOPIX stock index with the standard deviation of 24,6 percent; 4) The addition of foreign currency spot exchanges provides positive results of increasing the returns by 0,3 percent (while the risk remains the same), which translates to +12,3 M euros annually; 5) Alternatively, if the Bank predicts an economic slump, it is relatively simple to tighten the risk budget and shift the investments to the risk-free asset, and as a result decreasing the returns by 1 percent; 6) On the other hand, if the Bank is willing to risk slightly more, it is possible to decrease or completely omit the euro investments and invest only in foreign currencies, which provides better returns with an additional liquidity risk.
Following that, several investment recommendations can be made: 1) Since the structure of the optimal portfolio slightly deviates from the Bank of Lithuania's strategic guidelines, it is recommended to invest less in euros and more in US dollars and Japanese yen, adding spot exchanges of foreign currencies. It is also advised to decrease safe Government bonds investment weight by 10 percent, and to increase stocks weight by 2,4 percent; 2) It is strongly not recommended to increase the stocks weight in the portfolio to more than 10 percent, as the risk rises greatly; 3) While the addition of foreign currencies is proven to be unquestionably beneficial in this case, it is advised not to ignore the additional costs it would cause (such as rebalancing costs or liquidity risks) and reach the decision whether to buy foreign currency or not, after weighing those costs against benefits; 4) If possible, it would be helpful to provide short annual investment strategy reports, which would summarize the goals and results, the actual returns' differences from expected values, and the overall effectiveness of the strategy, while keeping the exact structure of the portfolio (sensitive information) unrevealed. Ultimately, this research was a mini-simulation of an actual investment portfolio selection process, that occurs in the Bank of Lithuania. In reality, the number of variables that comprise the model is way higher than 19, and the selection is an automatic process. The market imperfections and transaction costs the Markowitz model initially ignores are also taken into account. Moreover, the investment horizon, asset weight requirements and restrictions in the Bank of Lithuania can change annually, as the new goals come into picture and the new financial instruments get introduced to the markets; so the model assumptions in this case are neither unchangeable, nor universal.
